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PURCHASE + SALE OF PRECIOUS METALS
General Terms and Conditions of LATVIAN SHIPPING HAWKS.COM for purchase and sale of
precious metals
Subsequent the “LATVIAN SHIPPING HAWKS.COM” will also be called LSH.com
All offers of the LSH.com are without commitment and subject to change without notice. Orders
are valid after receiving the acceptance of order, the commercial invoice or the actual completion
of the order.
LSH.com reserves the right to decline orders. All prices are subject to the circumstances at the
time of the conclusion of the agreement. All prices are EXW (ex works) Secure Vault in Europe.
Exact pick-up Vault nominated by LSH.com based on product availability.
The customer is bound to arrange payment immediately after the order. Delay of payment is the
case if payment does not arrive at LSH.com within three working days after date of order. In the
case of payment delay, LSH.com can resign from the contract. All of the costs including interest
for delay and losses due to price fluctuations will be claimed from the customer.
LSH.com delivery is on time if the shipment through LSH.com or a third party on behalf
of LSH.com is dispatched within the period agreed. Further the delivery is at the time if the goods
purchased are picked up by the customer or a third party on behalf of the customer. The
acceptance of the delivery through the customer is equal to acceptance of delivery at
time. LSH.com may decide to provide partial shipments. Transfer of perils is at the time of pick
up through the customer or a third party on behalf of the customer. Same applies for partial
deliveries. All of the shipments are insured. The buyer receives the details about the shipping via
email. At the time of acceptance of the shipment the buyer or the receiver has to control the
intactness of the delivery and the sealing. In case of any irregularities the consignee has to get
an affirmation from the deliverer in written form. Incomplete or lost shipments have to be
reported immediately. If not, the insurance will expire.
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Orders of precious metals are NOT subject to cancellation or rescission. The customer has no
right of cancellation or rescission at contracts about goods or services, whose prices are
dependent on price fluctuations on financial markets, on which the entrepreneur has no
influence.
The exclusive court of jurisdiction is Riga or Tallinn.
LSH.com is not responsible for third party links. The owners of external links are responsible for
their content.

Riga, 26.11.2020
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